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Abstract—Large-scale interactive applications and realtime
data-processing are facing problems with traditional disk-based
storage solutions. Because of the often irregular access patterns
they must keep almost all data in RAM caches, which need to
be manually synchronized with secondary storage and need a lot
of time to be re-loaded in case of power outages. In this paper
we propose a novel key-value storage keeping all data always
in RAM by aggregating resources of potentially many nodes in
a data center. We aim at supporting management of billions
of small data objects (16-64 byte) like for example needed for
storing graphs. A scalable low-overhead meta-data management
is realized using a novel range-based ID approach combined with
a super-overlay network. Furthermore, we provide persistence by
a novel SSD-aware logging approach allowing to recover failed
nodes very fast.

Keywords—Distributed systems; Distributed memory; Fault tol-
erance; Memory management

I. INTRODUCTION

In-memory storage systems have become popular in recent
years, especially in the context of large-scale Web applications
which use Web cache solutions including the widely-used
memcached system [1]. Facebook for example keeps 75%
of its database and disk data (150 TB) in around 1,000
memcached servers to satisfy low-latency data access require-
ments of interactive users [2]. Web search engines are another
example keeping their search indexes entirely in DRAM.

Using RAM just as a cache burdens programers with
keeping caches and secondary storage synchronized. Further-
more, for irregular access patterns, like for the social network
applications, the cache must be very large and still cache
misses are expensive. Finally, re-filling the cache after a failure
can be very time consuming, e.g. an outage at Facebook in
September 2010: a software error caused 28 TB of memcached
data to be flushed, rendering the site unusable for 2.5 hours
while the caches refilled from slower database servers [3].
All these aspects make it difficult to capture RAM’s full
performance potential. RAMCloud was one of the first projects
aiming at addressing these challenges by keeping all data
always in RAM and using a transparent background logging
on disk for implementing persistence combined with a fast
recovery of failed nodes [4].

We have been inspired by RAMcloud and are also building
an in-memory storage keeping all data always in RAM. While
we share many ideas with RAMcloud there are also major
differences. While RAMcloud implements a table-based data

model we are targeting a key-value model with support for
billions of small objects (16-128 byte) like for example neces-
sary to store (social network) graphs. Furthermore, instead of
a centralized meta-data management and central coordinated
recovery like in RAMcloud we use a super-peer overlay both
for data lookup and recovery control in case of node failures.
Furthermore, data needs to be replicated in order being able
to mask node failures. We are in line with RAMcloud that
DRAM is too expensive to replicate data in memory, so we
also use an asynchronous logging on remote disks. However,
the approach we use differs in several ways from the one
used by RAMcloud. First we use a strong ordering of updates
which simplifies version control during recovery. Second we
use several logs on each backup node for sorting logs per node
we store backups for. This simplifies and speeds up recovery.
Finally, we have designed a SSD-aware logging approach
for maximizing read and write throughput for SSDs and the
log layout is also different, customized for many small key-
value tuples. As RAMcloud we also target a crash-recovery
failure model but we do not aim at pushing the recovery time
to new frontiers using expensive hardware and kernel-level
programming but focus on conceptual optimizations especially
for handling many small objects.

Distributed storage systems need also to address the CAP
dilemma which says that out of the three properties: con-
sistency, availability, and partition tolerance only two can be
achieved at once [5], [6]. While network partitions are seldom
in data centers they can occur. DXRAM uses ZooKeeper1 for
bootstrapping and integrating new nodes and also to detect
network partitions. If there is a network partition some nodes
may see ZooKeeper while others may not, which allows them
to detect a network partition.
DXRAM can be configured to weaken consistency or block
availability during a network partition depending on appli-
cation needs. However, even when configured to weaken
consistency the storage might get blocked if all backup replica
including the in-memory copy are in the other partition.
Of course some additional replication mechanisms could be
established at higher layers but this is expensive and is beyond
the scope of this paper.

The main contribution of this paper is the design of an
architecture for an in-memory key-value storage supporting
billions of small data objects which are asynchronously logged
on SSD allowing fast recovery in case of node failures.

1http://zookeeper.apache.org
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Figure 1: Architecture of DXRAM

This paper is structured as follows. In section II we give
an overview of the DXRAM components followed by section
III where we describe the distributed data-management using
a super-peer overlay. In section IV we present the local meta-
data and memory management. The logging and recovery is
described in section V. Section VI discusses related work
followed by the conclusions and an outlook on future work.

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

DXRAM is designed for the management of binary data
in a data center. The main objective is too support billions of
small objects (16-64 Byte) like for example used for storing
(social network) graphs. By keeping all data always in RAM
and providing persistence by transparent logging on disk we
relieve programers from synchronizing caches with secondary
storage and provide low-latency data-access for all data. Figure
1 shows the main components and layers of DXRAM.

A. Extended Data Services

Extended data services include general services and ex-
tended data-model implementations both built upon core ser-
vices. Replication (for performance), consistency and object
name management are basic building blocks for many data-
model implementations. The latter include file systems and
table-based storage which extended the basic key-value data
model of core services. Extended data services use blocks
in their data models whereas core services manage key-value
tuples named chunks. Depending on size and configuration
a block may be stored in one chunk or split over several
chunks. The association which chunks belong to which block
is managed by a data model implementation.

B. Core Services

Core services provide functionality for the management,
storage and transfer of chunks. One of the main objectives in
core services is to keep the functionality and the interface for
high layers as compact as possible. The minimal interface for
chunks includes following functions create, delete, get,
put, migrate, recover and lock.
The functionality itself includes the management of RAM
and flash memory, the network communication, the data and
meta-data management (chunks and super-peer overlay) and
the backup and recovery management. These services are
presented in detail in sections III, IV and V. In addition there

are services for locking and migration of chunks. The first is
to control race-conditions (and can be used for implementing
strong consistency models) while the second is for load bal-
ancing. We do not expect millions of object migrations (not
necessary because data access is fast on each node as data is
always in RAM) but we must be able to resolve clustering of
hot spots on some nodes. For example in a social network it
could happen that some famous pop stars are stored on one
DXRAM node but overall there will not be millions of famous
pop stars.
As described before core services organize binary data in
chunks. The latter consisting of a globally unique OID
(Object ID), a length field and the actual data. The OID is
a 64 bit value composed of the node ID of the chunk creator
(NIDC) and a local ID (LID). The NIDC is a 16 bit globally
unique number identifying the creator node of a chunk (the
actual owner of a chunk may be a different node in case that
an object was migrated). The LID is a 48 bit locally unique
value which is incremented for each locally created chunk. The
bit sizes of NID and LID allow DXRAM to address 65.536
nodes each storing up to 248 (∼ 280 trillion) chunks which is
sufficient for the target application domains. The reason for
choosing 64 bit for the OID was that it can efficiently be
handled in the implementation by a long data type, however it
can be extended if more nodes or chunks need to be supported
in the future.
We use Apache ZooKeeper for the creation and assignment
of NIDs (whenever a new node joins DXRAM). ZooKeeper
provides fault tolerant management of hierarchic key-value
pairs enforcing strong consistency. If an existing DXRAM
node fails, its NID can be safely re-assigned to another new
joining node or to the old one if it recovers and joins again. It
is important to note that DXRAM is designed for data centers
where node churn is limited and thus ZooKeeper will not
become a bottleneck.
Chunks have variable sizes defined during their creation and
are always stored en bloc. Because RAM is expensive we
replicate chunks for fault tolerance on backup nodes only
in flash memory. In order to keep network transfers reasonable
fast for updating backup replica of chunks, we define a
maximum chunk size, e.g. 16 MB. The latter is not a limitation
for implementing extended data services as these data models
can bundle multiple chunks as need for large logical blocks.
We use a super-peer overlay for meta-data management of
chunks. Super peers implement a DHT allowing fast node
lookup for a given OID and will be dynamically selected
based on the topology of the data center. Peers will also
cache node-lookup results reducing load on super peers. A
rack-aware super-peer placement avoids multiple super-peer
failures in case of a full rack failure. Finally, super peers are
also in charge of load monitoring and recovery coordination
for their associated peers. The recovery of failed peer must
be coordinated because backup replica of a peer are spread
over many backup nodes, e.g. 64-1024, in order to allow fast
recovery of 32 GB RAM in seconds. We spread backup load
by configurable backup zones, e.g. 16-32 MB. So the state
of a peer with 32 GB is divided into 32 MB backup zones
spread over 1024 nodes. It is worth to note that the size of
the backup zones is not a strict value but can be dynamically
slightly adjusted but anyway as we target billions of small
objects we do not expect here a major issue regarding internal
fragmentation.
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Figure 2: Super-Peer Overlay Structure
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Figure 3: Meta-Data Management on a Super-Peer

III. SUPER-PEER OVERLAY

Around 5-10% of the available nodes in DXRAM are
used as dedicated super peers. For example, if we have 1024
nodes each with 32 GB RAM, 64 nodes of them will be
used as super peers. Thus we have 2 TB for storing metadata
and 28,8 TB for data. As mentioned before we use a rack-
aware super-peer placement-strategy and during bootstrapping
we assign NIDs to super peers using a configuration file
stored in ZooKeeper. Super peers know each other through
the ZooKeeper configuration file and can open a connection
between each other when needed. Connections will be closed
after some idle time.

A. Node Lookup

Every super peer SPNID manages chunks in the range
SPNID−1 ≤ OID < SPNID, see Figure 2. As mentioned
before super peers are in charge of fast node lookup and
store OID to NID mappings but do not store chunk data.
The node lookup is realized using a NIDC table with one
entry for each possible NID. The maximum number of entries
is 216 64 bit entries which results in only 512 KB memory
consumption. Each used entry in the NIDC table points to
an OID table storing OIDs created by the referencing NIDC

entry (c: creator). An OID table exists only for nodes for which
the super peer is responsible. In our example with 64 super

peers and 1024 nodes, every super peer manages 15 nodes and
therefore stores only 15 OID tables. During a node lookup the
NID part of the given OID is used as an index in the NIDC

table to get the associated OID table where the LID part of
the given OID is searched.
For the OID tables it would be too expensive to store a tuple
(OID, NID) for each chunk. Instead we take benefit of
the sequential ID assignment on each node and store an ID
range (start, end) together with the NIDO (o: actual
owner). For example if we have 1024 chunks with OIDs 1 to
1024 on one node, then we have only one entry for this ID
range. As super peers have to map many OIDs from all their
associated peers this compact representation is very important.
However, when objects are migrated a so-called range split
occurs on super peers. For example if object 512 is migrated
the range (1, 1024) is split into two entries (1, 511) and (513,
1024). As mentioned before we do not see a need for migrating
millions of objects but rather some hot spots, so this is not an
issue for range-based meta-data management on super peers.
Storing ranges in a table would require a sequential search or
if the list of range tuples is sorted a binary search. Instead
we propose to use a b-tree like structure. A b-tree itself is
divided in ranges and optimized for searches. The leaf nodes
correspond to the NIDO of the range, which is defined via the
path from the root to the leaf (see figure 3). Figure 3 shows
an example of this structure. In this example we search the
NIDO for the OID 52137. After getting the right OID B-
Tree, the LID part is searched. We need to follow the path
between 100 and 202. Next we follow the path between 120
and 181, so that we reach finally the NIDO of node 34.

B. Peer failure

A peer failure will be discovered either through its associ-
ated super peer (heart beat protocol) or through a requesting
node, which will inform the associated super peer that there is a
problem with one if its peers. As mentioned before super peers
coordinate recovery for any of its failed peers by contacting
relevant backup nodes (see below) and control the recovery
process. After recovery the super peer determines the last
created OID of the failed node and stores it in ZooKeeper.
The last created OID is necessary to avoid OID conflicts, if
the failed node is replaced by a new one getting the NID of
the failed node. For the data recovery of a failed node there
are basically three approaches:

1. Recovery of all data on a fresh node: This strategy is
very slow because all recovery data needs to be transferred to
a single node.

2. Recovery of data on all backup nodes: This strategy
allows the fastest recovery, because all data to be recovered is
loaded by all backup nodes from their SSD into their RAM.
While this approach is the fastest possible recovery (assuming
there is enough RAM available on all backup nodes) it may
jeopardize locality of data.

3. Recovery of data on all backup nodes and migration to
a new node: This strategy is a mix of strategy 1 and 2 allowing
fast recovery while asynchronously restoring locality.

In DXRAM we support strategy 2 and 3 and leave it to
the application to select the most appropriate one. Beside the
data also the metadata on super peers need to be reconstructed



during a recovery process. In the leaf nodes of the b-tree
(OID table) we store the NIDO together with the NIDs of
the backup nodes. In case of the default configuration (three
backup nodes) all four NIDs (each 16 bit) fit exactly in a 64
bit long value. The NIDO is in the highest 16 bit, followed by
the NIDs of the first, second and third backup node. In the case
of a node failure, the meta-data entries are shifted 16 bits to
the left and the first backup node becomes the new owner. The
formerly second backup node gets the first backup node and so
on. The 16 bit for the third backup node will be empty until a
new backup node is chosen, e.g. after the recovery process has
completed. In section V-A we will describe how the backup
order ensures that the first backup node has the most recent
versions of all lost OIDs.

C. Super-peer failure

In order to tolerate super-peer failures we replicate meta-
data on neighboring super peers. If a super peer fails, two
recovery strategies are possible:

1. Restore metadata on a fresh node: The NID of the failed
super peer can be re-assigned by ZooKeeper to a fresh node.
After NID assignment the new super peer can retrieve metadata
from neighbors.

2. Restore metadata on an existing peer: Select the peer
with the highest NID in the set of peers associated to the failed
super peer. The data of the new super peer need to be migrated
to other nodes, because super peers do not store application
data. But this is costly.

Obviously, in a public cloud offering with many resources
strategy 1 is always possible and is the recommended one
because it is faster and less complex than alternative 2.
If too many super peers fail we might not be able to recover
metadata. In that unlikely case the new super peer can re-
construct its metadata by querying all its associated peers.
Though this is an expensive operation which we expect to
occur seldom and still all peers have all relevant information
in memory and send just their metadata but not data.

Finally, replicated metadata can also be used to serve node
lookups and relieve overloaded super peers during fault-free
execution.

IV. LOCAL RAM MANAGEMENT

In this section we discuss different strategies for the local
management of chunks stored in RAM. The main challenge
is an efficient mapping of OIDs to local virtual memory
addresses. First, we need to decide whether we want to re-use
OIDs of freed chunks for later chunk allocations or not. Every
node can locally create a maximum of 248 (≤ 280 trillion)
OIDs. If we create 106 OIDs every second, the node could
work for 8.9 years before we run out of OIDs. And another
aspect is that so many chunks can of course not be stored in
local memory because even metadata would not fit into RAM.
So from a theoretical point of view there is no need to re-use
free OIDs.

A. Re-use of OIDs

1. Re-using of OIDs: The OID space stays compact which
allows using efficient hierarchic tables for mapping OIDs to
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Figure 4: Paging-like structure for the local RAM management

virtual addresses while at the same time makes it easy to
find released OIDs. Special attention is necessary for migrated
chunks. If for example, the OIDs [5, 10] are migrated from
NID1 to NID2 and chunk OID=7 is deleted then NID1

would have to be informed about the deletion. In addition
the related metadata on the super-peer overlay would have
to be updated because NID2 would now store ranges [5,
6] and [8, 10] and NID1 [7]. Obviously, re-using OIDs of
migrated chunks freed on other nodes is a complex operation
and increases number of meta-data entries on super peers.

2. Not re-using OIDs: If we do not re-use OIDs, the OID
space will grow over time with scattered used OIDs which
at the same time increase the memory overhead needed for
mapping of OIDs to virtual addresses. Hierarchical paging-
like tables will explode and because of low-latency data access
we are not willing to accept paging them out on disk. Hash
tables could be used as an alternative but would need to be
very large to minimize collisions. Because of efficiency reasons
(translation speed and memory overhead) not re-using OIDs is
not recommended.

3. Partial re-use of OIDs: This approach is based on the
first one, but with a few modifications. Both creator and owner
can delete a chunk but the OID will only be re-used, if the
creator deletes the chunk. If the owner deletes the chunk, we
will log the deletion, so that we can identify the deleted chunk
in case of a recovery. This approach is attractive as we avoid all
problems described in strategy 2 while at the same time being
able to re-use OIDs. As we do not expect millions of object
migrations we can re-use most of the freed OIDs. DXRAM
implements the third approach and uses hierarchic tables for
the management of mapping OIDs to virtual addresses.

B. Translating OIDs to virtual addresses

The address translation is similar to paging-based address
translation in desktop operating systems. But because we re-
use freed OIDs, the tables will always remain compact while
allowing a fast address translation. The latter is shown in
Figure 4.

Like in the meta-data management in the super-peer over-
lay, we start with the NID part of the OID which is used as
an index in the NIDC table. Instead of using 64 bit virtual
addresses in all tables we just use 36 bit offsets into a large
virtual memory block which is allocated during startup of the
DXRAM instance. 36 bit allow us to address 64 GB or even



more if align addresses on 4 or 8 byte ranges. Thus the NIDC

table consumes only 384 KB.

An entry in the NIDC table points to the OID directory.
The LID part of the OID is divided into three 16 bit parts and
each part is used as an index in the table of the corresponding
level. The last level includes the 36 bit offset into the virtual
memory block (added to the base address).
Of course we allocate only tables on demand if new OIDs
are created and can also delete tables dynamically when many
OIDs are freed. So in contrast to paging tables in operating
systems the table size of DXRAM tables does not depend on
the size of chunks but only on the number of chunks.
Currently, our table entry size is 64 bit including 36 bit for
offset for pointing to the next level page table or the chunk
offset, and on the last level the length of the chunk, e.g. 26 bit
for maximum 64 MB chunk size (anyway limited because of
recovery speed constraints). There are some more bits, e.g. for
marking an entry as deleted or migrated in the last level and
on the levels before a bit showing that there are free OIDs on
the next level. The latter allows us to easily find freed OIDs
taking advantage of the hierarchical structure.
If we use three levels each indexed by 16 bit the resulting
table size is 256 KB. If for example a node has created 32768
chunks, we allocated just one table on each level ending up
with 768 KB. For managing 1 million OIDs we need 256 KB
+ 256 KB + 31 * 256 KB = 8.25 MB. This is an acceptable
overhead keeping in mind that the address translation and the
lookup of freed OIDs is very fast. But entry sizes in page
tables can still be more compressed. For example on level 1
and 2 we can go down from 64 bit to 36 bit, because we store
only offsets. Another aspect is that for each chunk migrated
to a node we allocate page tables and an entry in the NIDC

table. The worst case scenario would be migrating one or more
chunks from all nodes to one node. However, we do neither
expect nor target many object migrations.

C. RAM layout

As mentioned before all local chunks are always kept in
RAM in a large virtual memory block. Beyond we also store all
OID tables in the virtual memory block, including the NIDC

table which is located at offset 0. That is also the reason why
a 36 bit offset is sufficient for locating OID tables (see above).
And allocating a new OID directory or OID table is the same
as allocating a new chunk in the virtual address block.

How we manage free space in the virtual memory block is
beyond the scope of this paper. We are thinking about chaining
free chunks building several free chunk lists for different sizes.
Free chunk lists avoid additional metadata as they just use
the free space of the chunks itself but re-aggregating freed
chunks into larger pieces is challenging. As we do not use
pointers inside chunks we can also imagine a re-organization
moving chunks to compress used space and aggregate free
small chunks. But on the other hand as most of our objects are
small it need to be studied in how far aggregating and splitting
of large chunks is reasonable. Depending on the access pattern
it might even be better to just keep many small free chunks to
have appropriate small sizes in place.
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Figure 5: Backup Process

V. BACKUP MANAGEMENT

As mentioned before we store backup copies of each chunk
in flash memory on backup nodes. The default configuration
is one local and three remote backups. Furthermore, backup
chunks of one node must be distributed on many backup nodes
because reading in 32 GB from a fast SSD (500 MB/s read
bandwidth) would require more than 64 sec. Recovering all
these scattered backups on one fresh node during recovery is
also not feasible as even with a 10 GBit/s network it would take
more than 30 sec to transfer 32 GB. However, recovering data
of one node on many nodes jeopardize locality and requires
updating metadata on the super-peer overlay. Obviously, there
is no optimal solution and therefore allow the application to
tune the number of backup nodes used per peer as well as the
number of nodes used to store recovered data.
We also want to be able to shutdown the DXRAM service,
e.g. for maintenance, and also to restore data in case of a data
center power outage. Therefore, we store a 1:1 copy of the
virtual memory block on the local SSD called LocalLog.
This is possible because we do not store pointers in chunks
nor in address translation tables but just offsets. Updates are
written asynchronously except applications use a blocking put
command, e.g. for critical operations. In case of a re-start (after
maintenance or power outage) all nodes read in their states
from their LocalLog, which we believe will be faster than
recovering all nodes using the distributed recovery controlled
by the super-peer overlay.

A. Backup process

Figure 5 shows the backup process steps for a chunk
update/insertion. In the following text we call the chunk owner
the master node and backup nodes are ordered and named
1st, 2nd and 3rd backup node. Which chunk is stored on which
backup nodes is stored in metadata on super peers, see Section
III.

Below are the steps performed for a backup.

1) Mater node receives an update or insertion chunk
request.

2) The local data in RAM is updated.
3) Chunk is updated in local flash memory and the

backup request is send concurrently to all backup
nodes.
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Figure 6: Interaction between the BackupLog components

4) The master sends a ’commit’ to the 1st backup node
after the local write is complete.

5) The 1st backup node updates its log on flash memory
and sends back an ’ok’ to the master after successful
update.

6) Repeat steps 5) and 6) for 2nd and 3rd backup node.

This backup update order ensures that we always know which
backup node has the most reason chunk version. During fault-
free execution it will always be the 1st backup node that has
the newest version of a chunk.
Typically, we run the backup process asynchronously to appli-
cation code. So a ’put’ command will return as soon as a chunk
was update in RAM. However, we also offer synchronous
’put’ which returns not before the backup has been completed
locally and on the 1st backup node.

B. Log architecture

One of the main challenges is the efficient log layout for
many small chunks allowing fast recovery. DXRAM addresses
these challenges by a sophisticated logging approach. Figure
6 shows the components of the BackupLog and their inter-
actions.

Write buffer: This buffer aims at decoupling network
requests from slower I/O throughput. Furthmore, the buffer
allows us to bundle write access to SSD page sizes (typically
4 KB) maximizing write performance. In case of very low
update frequency a timer will ensure that the buffer will be
flushed regularly. It is important to remark that if the buffer is
constantly overloaded because the underlying SSD is too slow
to write backup requests to disk the backup node is overloaded
and the super peer need to adjust backup load to other nodes.

PrimaryLog: This log is used to write the backup data as
fast as possible to a persistent storage. Each chunk will be
written together with its OID and a length field. The Prima-
ryLog is written sequentially to maximize write performance
and is organized as a ring buffer with a fixed size of 1 GB
(default value).
All entries of the PrimaryLog are periodically moved to
SecondaryLogs at latest when the log is full. Moving entries
can be done concurrently and if there is a high backup rate
from some nodes we just skip the PrimaryLog and write the
backup chunks for their node directly into the appropriate
SecondaryLog.

SecondaryLogs: Backups for nodes are sorted into different
SecondaryLogs each organised as a ring buffer. Obviously,
this will speed up recovery as we do not need to analyze
one large log with backup chunks mixed from many nodes.
Data is moved from the PrimaryLog if a 4 KB page is full,
so we respect SSD performance here, too. The size of the
SecondaryLog depends on the degree of backup distribution.
If for example we distribute 32 GB RAM storage on 1024
nodes each backup node would have to provide 32 MB on its
SSD within the SecondaryLog. Of course we need to provide
some more space, e.g. double size of the maximum required
backup capacity, for the example above 64 MB.

In-memory log metadata: In addition to the logs, DXRAM
keeps some management data in RAM. The entries of the
NIDC table (used for address translation) are extended by
a pointer to corresponding SecondaryLog and a set of offset
pointers (configurable, e.g. 128). These offset pointers are
used to track chunks in the PrimaryLog to be moved in
future to the SecondaryLog. These pointers are useful to
avoid analyzing the PrimaryLog for moving 4 KB SSD pages
to a SecondaryLog and also during a recovery we need to
find potential newer chunk versions in the PrimaryLog before
reading in the SecondaryLog.

C. Meta-data management in SecondaryLogs

In the following text we present the basic approach for the
meta-data management in the SecondaryLog. This approach
writes metadata as chunk headers sequentially for performance
reasons. Keeping metadata in a separate place like for example
done in many file systems would require random write accesses
to write a chunk and its metadata in some other place.
In the basic approach chunks are written from right (last
pointer) to left (first pointer). Every chunk is stored with a
header including the LID part of the OID and a length field.
The full OID is not necessary as the SecondaryLogs only
include chunks from a specific node. During a recovery the
data can be read and parsed with sequential read access from
left to right, so that newer chunk versions are read first and
old versions read later can be skipped.
Obviously, we need a periodic re-organization of the log as it
will run out of memory depending on the update frequency.
Old versions need to be deleted and free space need to be
compacted. We use a third pointer in the SecondaryLog (reorg
pointer), which divides the log data into two parts. The part
between first and reorg pointer is the new_set and the part
between reorg and last pointer is the old_set. If new data
is written to the log, the new_set will increase. During the
reorganization the LIDs of the data in the new_set will be
read first. Afterwards the data in the old_set will be read and
compared with the LIDs in the new_set. If a LID already exists,
the data is an old version and can be dropped. Otherwise it is
an actual version and the data will be copied to the new_set.
After the re-organization the last pointer will be set to the
reorg pointer value and the reorg pointer will be set to the first
pointer value. All data is now in the old_set (compacted, only
one version per chunk).
While the basic approach respects SSD characteristics to utilise
full read and write bandwidth it frequently copies unmodified
data during re-organization. This is a drawback for application
access patterns where read operations dominate over writes.



D. Hot and cold zones

The concept of hot and cold zones addresses the problem
of copying frequently unmodified data in logs. The basic idea
is to divide a SecondaryLog into two zones. In the hot zone
we keep chunks which are frequently updated whereas in the
cold zone we store chunks that are rarely modified. Of
course it is possible to use more than two zones however
logging and recovery will get more complex. When to move
chunks from one zone to the other and back depends on
monitored update frequency and needs to be studied in future.
The concept of hot and cold zones can be combined with the
meta-data management approach presented before.

E. Recovery process

The recovery process is controlled by the super peer
responsible of the failed peer, see also section III. This is
useful if several nodes fail, so we can distributed the recovery
of multiple nodes. Relevant backup nodes are contacted by
super peers and requested to restore chunks of failed nodes
from their logs.
A super peer contacts all 1st backup nodes to restore the
chunks of the failed node. These nodes will check the Pri-
maryLog and the write buffer for the newest chunk versions.
Then any will load the full corresponding SecondaryLog in
memory and analyse it to remove old and deleted chunks. If
ready, any will send all range-based meta-data information of
recovered chunks to super peers.
Recovered data now belongs to the state of the backup node.
The 2nd is now the 1st and the 3rd is now the 2nd backup
node. A new 3rd backup node is choosen and filled with the
recovered data.
Now any request will reach the new owners of the data of the
failed node. The super peer can of course buffer any pending
requests until the recovery finishes. If the recovery can be done
in a few seconds this might be sufficient to just delay the
requests of a client, so the node failure will be transparent for
applications.

As mentioned before, locality might be a concern here as
the RAM storage of one node is now spread over tens or
hundreds of nodes. Locality can be preserved or restored by
recovering data to one or several fresh nodes which can be
done after completion of the steps described above or could
be done before updating metadata on super peers. While this
preserves locality and relieves super peers of meta-data updates
it increases time of unavailability for applications.

VI. RELATED WORK

Storage has been and will be an important research area
and there are many publications that are somehow related to
our work but due to space constraints we can only discuss the
most relevant related work.

DXRAM is most related to in-memory storage systems
which all address node failures. The first proposed system was
RAMCloud designed for large data centers aggregating RAM
of potentially many machines. Data is organized in tables and
addressed using unique identificators and indices [4]. The latter
need to be managed manually by applications. Node failures
are masked using three backup replica stored in flash memory,
only. One of the main contributions of RAMCloud is its very

fast parallel recovery of failed nodes. In [2] they showed that
RAMCloud can recover 35 GB of a single node in around 1.6
seconds using 1,000 backup nodes. Meta-data management and
recovery is realized using ZooKeeper.
During recovery a broadcast is used to gather information from
all nodes to learn which node has which backup replica and
which versions. Based on this global knowledge the recovery
coordinator decides which backup nodes restore what data and
in addition multiple recovery masters are defined which will
store the recovered data in their RAM. The chosen backup
nodes read data from their logs from flash memory and send
it to the assigned recovery master [2].
The replicas in the logs of backup nodes are organized using
segments (8 MB size). The latter are sequentially created
and only the last created segment (head) is writeable. Via
an in-memory hash-table the position of objects in segments
is tracked. Updated or deleted objects result in gaps in logs
which are addressed by a reorganization. During reorganization
multiple segments with gaps are bundled and copied to the
head (for example, two half-full segments to a full one).
DXRAM is inspired by RAMCloud technology but differs
in several major points including a key-value data model
targeting billions of small objects, e.g. for graphs, whereas
RAMCloud targets tables. While the latter can also be used
to store graphs a key-value storage allows a more natural
graph modelling, see also graph databases related work below.
Because of the different data model several components need
to be designed in a different way including the meta-data
management which cannot take benefit of tables and natural
primary key ranges. As a result we decided to use a super-
peer overlay-network combined with ID-ranges resulting from
object allocation order.
The log format and the recovery process are also different. We
avoid a broadcast for collecting object versions and backup
nodes by enforcing a strict update order on backup replica
and store backup node information together with object IDs
on super peers. We do not use a hash table for addressing
objects in the log as this would result in too much overhead
for billions of small objects. Therefore, we store meta-data
information in headers in logs, only.

RAMCube is a RAM-based key-value store for data centers
(also inspired by RAMCloud). It also provides tables bundling
key-value tuples and supports variable keys (up to 1 KB)
and values (up to 1 MB). RAMCube supports both replica in
RAM and remote logs. The latter is similar to the approach of
RAMCloud. So far there is one publication [7] which focuses
on failure detection and recovery for modular data centers
and relies on specific network hardware BCube. In contrast
DXRAM is designed for general purpose hardware.

Sedna is another RAM-based key-value store aiming at
providing fast random I/O access for realtime processing.
Application data is stored in a hierarchic key-value store in
RAM of potentially many nodes. Data is distributed over
nodes using a hash ring and each physical node manages
multiple virtual nodes on the ring. For availability reasons
there are at least two replica for each object and quorum-based
read and write operations ensure eventual consistency. Like in
RAMCloud a central ZooKeeper instance is used for managing
physical and virtual nodes and storing system configuration.
Sedna [8] focuses on scalability and not on recovery of nodes
like DXRAM does for key-value tuples.



Trinity Graph Engine is a distributed in-memory graph-
database from Microsoft. Trinity is designed to support algo-
rithms executing on graphs with billions of nodes, e.g. searches
in social networks or web graphs. The basic data model is also
a key-value store created on top of a memory cloud [9]. RAM
space of each node is divided into equally sized trunks. The
distribution of objects is implemented using an address table
and a hashing function and every node is associated with one
or several slots in the address table. Object keys are hashed
and the node responsible for the corresponding slot stores the
object. Trinity plans to provide a similar logging approach
like RAMCloud in future [10]. Obviously, DXRAM differs in
many ways including meta-data and data management as well
as logging and recovery approaches.

In-memory databases are attracting more and more atten-
tion (again) like for example SAP HANA [11] but in contrast
to DXRAM they provide tables, indices, and query languages.
In the same light NoSQL databases like for example Google
Bigtable [12] also have different design objectives.

Key-value stores like for example Amazons’ Dynamo [13]
and Scatter [14] also handle many key-value tuples and address
failures but they do not aim at keeping all data always in RAM
like DXRAM does.

Flash caches provide a persistent key-value store, that uses
flash memory as a non-volatile cache between RAM and hard
disk, e.g. FlashStore [15] and BloomStore [16]. These systems
propose interesting approaches for minimizing the amount of
metadata to be stored in RAM. However, they typically swap
metadata out on flash which slows-down data access times and
do not keep all data in RAM.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

More and more programs need to process huge amounts of
data in realtime and especially large interactive applications
like for example social networks manage billions of small
data objects and need to process interactive requests as fast as
possible. These requirements can only be addressed by keeping
data in RAM as disks and flash memory are too slow. While
caches help to some extent they typically need to be very large
especially for irregular access patterns, e.g. Facebook runs
1,000 memcached servers. Still it remains the responsibility
of the application programmer to keep caches and secondary
storage synchronized and node failures can cause long outages
to fill-in caches from slow databases.

We propose a novel key-value storage keeping all data
always in RAM aiming at supporting billions of small data
objects. The storage service is designed to run in a data-
center environment and uses a scalable and reliable super-peer
overlay-network for meta-data management. For the latter we
propose a novel range-based tree-structure which allows fast
node lookups for given object IDs while minimizing memory
overhead. Furthermore, super peers are also responsible for
load balancing and recovery coordination which will allow
faster recovery also in case of multiple node failures.
Because in-memory replication is too expensive we keep
backup replica only in flash memory. We propose a novel
approach for organizing backup logs. This includes page-aware
log access, sorting backups in separated logs per node, and also
a space-efficient range-based meta-data management in logs.

We have already a basic prototype implementation and will
start the evaluation and optimization of the proposed concepts
in the near future.
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